THE ROLE OF PARTICLE SPECTRA IN MODELING THE RELATIVE BIOLOGICAL EFFECTIVENESS OF PROTON RADIOTHERAPY BEAMS.
Radiotherapy beams of protons or heavier ions generate secondary particles through nuclear interactions over different patient tissues. The resulting particle spectra depend on the tissue composition and on charge and energy of the primary beam ions. In proton radiotherapy, predictive radiobiological models usually apply dose-averaged linear energy transfer (LET). Microdosimetry-based models for proton or heavier ion primary beams also rely on dose-averaged quantities, the values of which depend on whether the produced secondaries are included or excluded in the calculation. In turn, this will affect the results of calculations of the relative biological effectiveness (RBE) of these beams. In this brief note, we study quantitatively the influence of the secondary radiation spectra on the averaged expectation values of LET and their impact on predictions of RBE. It is noted that for microdosimetry-based quantities and for corresponding LET-based parameters the trends are similar and that fluence-averaged quantities should be studied more closely.